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Abstract—The use of ultrasonography as a support machine 

diagnosis in the medical field has been commonly used today. 

Based on this fact we need accurate information from 

ultrasonography image. Currently there some kinds of 

ultrasonography machine such as 2D, 3D or 4D 

ultrasonography. Although there are many functions of 

using ultrasonography, however, the largest use of 

ultrasonography is for prenatal care. In this research we use 

2D ultrasonography because this kind of ultrasonography is 

widely available in the developing countries. In other hand, 

there many researches about exploring ultrasonography 

images. In this paper we will do a comparative analysis 

study for ultrasonography image especially focus on uterus 

area by comparing moment values produced by central 

moment, spatial moment and invariant moment. Extraction 

analysis will be implemented to geometric operation such as 

rotation, translation and scale. The result show that 

invariant moments feature is the best choice for exploring 

information about ultrasonography images especially 

information about uterus region.  

 

Index Terms—ultrasonography, prenatal care, geometric 

operation, central moment, spatial moment, invariant 

moment 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, ultrasonography is one of the most widely used 

imaging technologies in medicine. It is portable, free of 

radiation risk, and relatively inexpensive when compared 

with other imaging modalities, such as magnetic 

resonance and computed tomography [1]. In the medical 

field, ultrasonography is used for diagnosing a body part 

that is built up of fluid. Usually ultrasonography is used 

in cardiology, endocrinology, gynecology, obstetrics, 

ophthalmology, urology, intravascular ultrasound, 

contrast enhanced ultrasound. Although there are many 

functions of using ultrasonography, however, the largest 

use of ultrasonography is for prenatal care. By using an 

ultrasonography, a doctor could monitor a fetus hidden in 

the womb whether a fetus is at risk or no. If the fetus is at 

risk, a doctor could make an intervention to save both 

mother and fetus [2]. Considering the significance of 
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ultrasonography images for diagnosis purposes, it is 

necessary for extracting all information in the image so 

there is no wrong diagnosis. One of the methods is to 

perform geometric operations in the image.  

In the field of image processing, an object often 

assumed as a set of pixels in an image. In order to 

recognize an object we need to define object properties. 

Definitions a shape by Larsen [3] is a geometric 

information remain when the effects of location, scale, 

and screening is done on an object. Descriptor is a set of 

parameters that represent certain characteristics of the 

object, which can be used to declare object features. Fig. 

1 describes an example of geometric operation in an 

ultrasonography image.  

                     
 

Figure 1. An example of geometric operation 

An object features extraction can be done by various 

methods, both statistical and syntactic. There are several 

methods for acquiring object characteristics such as 

central moment, spatial moment and moment invariant. 

The values of moment could be used as a value for 

classifying in pattern recognition. Moment values could 

be used to describe an object in terms of area, position, 

orientation, and other defined parameters. By getting 

moment values, an object could be identified even if the 

object has undergone a shift, rotation and scale changes. 

There are some researches about using moment values 

in the image processing field. Sofyan [4] tested the 

performance of invariant moments for identifying a 

number of objects that undergo rotation and reflection. In 

His research He conducted an evaluation study of two 

objects with different conditions. The first object using 

edge area information only whiles the second object 

using the whole area information. Bahri [5] discussed 

about comparison between Hu invariant method and 
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Fourier descriptor in the field of pattern recognition under 

variations of image resolution as well as the influence of 

the scale, rotation and translation of the image 

recognition. Yap [6] proposed a new set of orthogonal 

moments based on the discrete classical Krawtchouk 

polynomials. These properties make the Krawtchouk 

moments well suited as pattern features in the analysis of 

two-dimensional images. It is shown that the Krawtchouk 

moments can be employed to extract local features of an 

image, unlike other orthogonal moments, which generally 

capture the global features. Flusser [7] reviewed various 

types of moments ( geometric moments, complex 

moments ) and moment-based invariants with respect to 

various image degradations and distortions (rotation, 

scaling, affine transform, image blurring, etc.) which can 

be used as shape descriptors for classification. Liao [8] In 

this research He derived the new techniques to increase 

the accuracy and the efficiency in moment computing. 

Based on these developments the significant 

improvement on image reconstructions via Legendre 

moments and Zernike moments has been achieved. The 

effect of image noise on image reconstruction the 

automatic selection of the optimal order of moments for 

image reconstruction from noisy image and the usage of 

moments as image features for character recognition are 

analysed as well. Shu [9] discussed about the basic 

formulations of moments, a classification and an 

introductory bibliography. The moment based approaches 

have a number of interesting features. They have a wide 

range of orthogonal and non-orthogonal basis functions 

and are simple to compute whatever the order required. 

The image sampling can be either rectangular or polar, 

based on uniform or non-uniform lattices. Their optimal 

choice to deal with a given problem is however not 

obvious according to the requirements to face.  

According to the explanation above, although there are 

many researchers discussed about using moment values 

in the image processing field, but almost these methods is 

implemented to the ordinary image not to the medical 

images produced by ultrasonography. This paper will 

discuss about using moment values to extract all 

information inside image produced by ultrasonography 

especially for extracting information from uterus area in 

order to support accurate diagnostic.  

Supriyanti [10] comparing some edge detections 

methods for localizing uterus area. Continued by 

Supriyanti [11] discuss about using template matching for 

noisy digital images produced by low-resolution 

ultrasonography device especially for localizing uterus 

region. In this research, we will do a comparative analysis 

study for ultrasonography image especially focus on 

uterus area by comparing moment values produced by 

central moment, spatial moment and invariant moment. 

Extraction analysis will be implemented to geometric 

operation such as rotation, translation and scale. It is 

expected to know the initial process of pattern 

recognition for uterus area produced by ultrasonography 

image and to know the characteristics of this image for 

further analysis.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Data Acquisition 

In this research we use image data produced by low 

resolution ultrasonography. We use 2- D ultrasonography 

because the main goal of this research is to improve 

performance of image produced by low resolution 

ultrasonography. The main research is that kind of 

equipment available in most area in Indonesia including 

for rural area. It is expected by implementing this method 

we can reduce the maternal mortality in Indonesia 

because diagnostic supporting by accurate information 

from low resolution ultrasonography images.  

B. Flow Chart 

Basically, our steps during experiment are divided into 

nine steps as described in Fig. 2.  

 
Figure 2. Steps of experiment 

C. Spatial Moment and Central Moment 

Based on explanation by Kadir [12] spatial moment 

order (m,n) is defined by Equation 1.  

     ∑∑  

 

   

        

 

   

                         

In which: 
i, j = 0, 1, 2, …, in which i j stated order moment 

M stated the number of column 
N stated the number of row 

X stated the pixel ordinat 

Y stated the pixel axis 
I(x,y) staed pixel intensity at (x,y) position 

 

The central moment is calculated spatial moment 

relative to the center of mass. If the center of mass 

is   ̇̅ ,   ̅̅ ̅  central moments are written as described in 

Equation 2: 

     ∑∑    ̅  
 

   

    ̅        
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D. Invariant Moment 

Invariant moment usually is used as a feature in image 

processing, remote sensing, pattern recognition and 

classification. Moment could provide object 

characteristics that uniquely represent its shape. Invariant 

shape recognition is done by classification within the 

multi-dimensional invariant moment features [12]. 

Traditionally, invariant moments are calculated based on 

information provided by the boundary shape and the 

interior regions. Moment invariant moments are used to 

form a well-defined continuous but for practical 

implementation, discrete moments computed. Given a 

function f (x, y), is defined by the moment as Equation 3.  

    ∬                                    

Mpq is a two-dimensional moment of the function f (x, 

y). Order moment is (p + q) where p and q are natural 

numbers. For implementation in digital form, then this 

equation becomes described as Equation 4.  

    ∑∑                                    

 

 

 

 

To normalize the translational invariant in the image 

plane, the image centroid is used determines the central 

moment. Coordinates of the center of gravity of the 

image is calculated using the above equation and is given 

by Equation 5: 

 ̅  
   

   
  ̅  

   

   
                  

Furthermore, the central moment can be determined 

discrete as Equation 6.  

    ∑∑    ̅      ̅  

  

              

And then, Moment normalized for the effect of 

changes in scale by using Equation 7.  

    
   

   
 
                                   

where the normalization factor  (
   

 
)   , based on 

normalization of centre moment, 7 values could be 

calculated by Equation 8 to Equation 14.  
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E. Geometric Operations 

Based on explanation from Kadir [12], a geometric 

operation is performed in an image geometrically such as 

rotation, transition and scaling. There is geometric 

mapping which are states the mapping relationship 

between pixels in the input image and pixels in the output 

image. Basically there are two ways that can be used, first 

is forward mapping and second is backward mapping as 

described in Fig. 3.  

 

Figure 3. Geometric operations (source: Kadir, 2012) 

Translation is an operation for moving each pixel in 

the input image (x1,y1) to a new position in the output 

image (x2,y2) accordance to the translation value (p,q) 

[12]. Fig. 4 described an example of Translation in our 

experiment.  

           
           Original image           Result of translation 

Figure 4. Translation operation 

Rotation is transformation geometry to move the pixel 

values from the initial position (x1, y1) to the end 

position (x2, y2) and determined by angle  to center 

coordinate (m,n) [12]. Fig. 5 described an example of 

rotation operation in our experiment.  

       
       Original image      Rotation with  = 30o 

Figure 5. Rotation operation 

Scaling is a geometric operation to enlarge or reduce 

size of input image accordance to the ratio scale. Fig. 6 

described an example of scaling with ratio 0.5.  
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               Original image      Scaling with ratio 0.5 

Figure 6. Scaling operation 

F. Image Segmentation 

Image segmentation is the process to get the objects 

contained in the image or split the image into several 

regions with each object or area that have similar 

attributes. In the image contains only one object, the 

object is distinguished from the background [12]. 

Referring to our previous work [10], in this research we 

implement Sobel edge detection method to localize uterus 

area. This ultrasonography image has a characteristic 

shape and area which has a difference of pixels, lines and 

contours are very significant. Uterus area itself has a 

different value of contrasts information with the 

background area. Therefore, changes in the contrast 

between uterus area and the background area could be 

detected by Sobel operator to calculate the gradient of the 

image. 

Quantity used in this phase is a fudge factor which is 

has value = 3. Fudge factor is a quantity that is added or 

subtracted in order to improve the accuracy of scientific 

measurements [12]. The reason for using fudge factor = 3 

because this value generate edge detection according to 

what researchers expected. Fig. 7 describes an example of 

segmentation process result.  

 

Figure 7. An example of segmentation process 

G. Image Morphology  

Morphology is an image processing technique that is 

based on processing in the form of a segment or region of 

the image. Morphological operations apply a structuring 

element to insert an image, forming an output image with 

the same size as the image inserted. In morphological 

operations, the value of each pixel in the output image is 

based on a comparison of the pixels around it. By 

determining the size and shape of the neighborhood, we 

can construct a morphological operation that is sensitive 

to a specific form of the input image [12]. An example of 

morphological operations is dilation operation. Dilation is 

an operation adding pixels to the boundaries of an object 

in an image so that the image results are larger in size 

than the original image. Dilation operation was used to 

get the effect of widening the pixels value 1. 

Another morphological operation is closing. Closing is 

a combination of morphological operations where an 

image subjected to a dilation operation followed by 

erosion operation. Fig. 8 describes an example of 

morphological operation in our experiment.  

 

Figure 8. An example of morphological operation in our experiment 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Spatial Moment Feature Extraction 

The first step in our analysis is extracting spatial 

moment features in a normal condition, and the some 

results are described in Fig. 9.  

 

Figure 9. Spatial moment extraction in a normal condition 

According to Fig. 9, it can be seen that each image has 

different spatial moment values and order. Each image 

has a unique characteristic that can be used to distinguish 

one image to other. This experiment aims to investigate 

spatial moment characteristic of ultrasonography image 

when extracting to geometric operation such as rotation, 

translation and scaling. Therefore, after extracting spatial 

moment in a normal condition then we extract spatial 

moment after we did a geometric operation. Firstly we 

perform geometric operation as described in Fig.10.  

According to fig. 10, in the rotation operation we did 

two kinds rotation, the first is using =45 and second 

using =90 in order to investigate whether the difference 

spatial moment value at different angle. In the scaling 

operation we reduce the size of image by ration 0.5 to the 

original size. While for translation operation, we shift 25 

pixels both horizontal and vertical. In order to investigate 

the difference condition of spatial moment feature 

between normal and geometric operation treatment, we 

use a graph to present result as described in Fig. 11.  
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Figure 10. Geometric operations in our experiments 

 

Figure 11. Spatial moment extraction after geometric treatment 

By using graphic presentation on each treatment we 

can investigate whether geometric operation will be 

influenced or no to the feature extraction. According to 

the results as described in Fig. 11, it can be seen that 

spatial moment values a highly affected by rotation, 

translation and scaling. It can be proved by values 

changing in each order.  

According to the results in this experiments as 

described in Fig. 11, we conclude that by extracting 

spatial moment feature of ultrasonography images have 

been processed to order 1, 2 and 3 show the same 

characteristics in the treatment rotation 90 degrees, 

scaling and translation. However in the rotation 45 

degrees, we obtained different value of spatial moment.  

Based on the results both in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11, we 

obtained that spatial moment values is changing after 

geometric operation treatment. Therefore we conclude 

that we could not use spatial moment features in the field 

of pattern recognition or shape recognition of 

ultrasonography images.  

B. Centre Moment Features Extraction 

Central moment is a spatial moment computed relative 

to the center of mass, or can also be interpreted central 

moment is the moment corresponding to the central area. 

As we did in the extraction of spatial moment, first we 

extract center moment features in a normal condition and 

the results are described in Fig. 12.  

 

Figure 12. Centre moment extraction in normal condition 

According to Fig. 12, each image has different center 

moment values and also in the different order also has 

different value. Each image has unique information that 

could be distinguish with other image. As we did in the 

previous experiment about spatial moment, we also 

extract center moment features after we did geometric 

operation and the results are described in Fig. 13.  

 

Figure 13. Centre moment extraction after geometric operations 

According to Fig. 13, center moment values is affected 

by geometric operation especially for rotation and scaling, 

however center moment values is not affected by 

translation operation. Based on the value of the central 

moments features are obtained in the image processing 

translation or shift that the treatment is done does not 

affect the value of the central moments can be seen from 

the graph characteristic of the normal condition and 

translation operation. Regarding to the scaling operation, 

the results show that there are different graph 

characteristic between normal condition and after rotation 

operation. It can be seen by the striking graph between 

both conditions. In the treatment of rotation operation 45 

degrees there are different characteristic between normal 

condition and geometric operation. However, in the 

rotation 90 degrees, the results show that there is striking 

different between normal condition and geometric 

operation, but when we did a deeply investigation, the 

result shows that graph characteristic of rotation 90 
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degrees is the reverse values of the center moment values 

in the normal condition.  

C. Invarian Moment Features Extraction 

Invariant shape recognition is done by classification 

within the multi-dimensional invariant moments features. 

Several techniques have been developed about the decline 

of the moment invariant features for object representation 

and object recognition. In this experiment, we did the 

same steps with previous experiments about spatial 

moment and center moment. Firstly we extract invariant 

moment features in the normal condition and the results 

are described in Fig. 14.  

 

Figure 14. Invariant moment extraction in normal condition 

According to Fig. 14, each image has a unique 

characteristic that can be used to distinguish with other 

image. Each image has different graph characteristic, but 

all graphs tend to be processed in the below zero value. 

Furthermore, we did invariant moment features extraction 

to images which is implemented geometric operation as 

the previous experiments about spatial moment and 

center moment. The results are described in Fig. 15.  

 

Figure 15. Invariant moment extraction after geometric operation 

According to Fig. 15, graph characteristics between 

normal condition and after geometric conditions have the 

same type. In general, graph characteristics of all 

treatments both normal condition and geometric 

operations have the same characteristics and unaffected 

by geometric operation treatment. The graph shows that, 

invariant moment feature values of each image have the 

characteristics of each, with the values representing the 

moment’s features of the seventh-order moments of its 

invariant. From the above results, by comparing the value 

of the invariant moment’s features on each of the seven 

treatment-order moments it will have a value of its own 

characteristics. In the treatment of translation or shift of 

25 pixels to the normal conditions showed that the 

resulting value of moment features are exactly same. This 

shows that the operation of the translational invariant 

moments make the operation not valid or does not affect 

the value of the extraction results held on the seventh 

image. While in the scaling operation, graph has the same 

characteristic in second order to seventh order. However, 

when compared in the value of the results obtained there 

are relatively small differences in the value of the 

seventh-order moments on each image. Comparison 

between invariant moment features in the normal 

condition and rotation 45 degrees there is a relatively 

small difference in the value of the seventh-order 

moments are extracted. While in rotation 90 degrees, both 

conditions have similar characteristics although in the 

third order and seventh order have different value 

moment features. Based on this analysis, we could 

conclude that invariant moment is not affected by 

geometric operations.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the discussion above, we could make 

conclusions as follows: (1) In order to obtain the values 

of the features contained in an image, we have to do a 

segmentation process for separating objects that are 

focused with the background. (2) Ultrasonography 

images have different moment values each other in order 

to distinguish each of them. (3) Spatial moment features 

is affected by geometric operation because moment 

values between normal condition and after geometric 

operation rotation 45 degrees, 90 degrees, scaling and 

translation have a large different value. (4) Centre 

moment features in some conditions are affected by 

geometric operation especially for rotation 45 degrees, 

rotation 90 degrees and scaling. However, it is unaffected 

for translation operation. (5) Invariant moment features is 

unaffected by all geometric operation therefore invariant 

moment features is the best choice for extracting 

information of ultrasonography images in order to make a 

feature for object recognition.  
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